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OUR RATING

We rate products based on the
scale developed by the MPAA.
The better a product is, the more
dangerous a rating we give it.
So the worst product would get a
‘G’ and the best a ‘XXX’h

The electro-harmonix Stereo Polychorus has been around for a while and has been part of the arsenal 
of many rock legends, most notably Kurt Cobain from Nirvana. HE used it on some songs. When I got 
this pedal I thought that plugging into it would make me sound like Kurt immediately, but it didn’t. It 
was even better. 

What is a Polychorus?
The The Polychorus is a machine that can be chorus or others. It has many knobs such as Feedback, 
Width, Rate and Tune/Delay. The Rate knob is how fast it warbles. The width is how good the sound 
sounds (so if the knob is all the way up it’s best). The Feedback is how much helicopter noise is in the 
background and the tune /delay knob doesn’t do anything. It’s a stereo pedal because you can put 
two cables there and plug them into something.

How do the Pros use it?
Nirvana andNirvana and Adrian Below from Crimson Kings were using it to great effect to make their sound pop 
hard. This is a hot, fiery pedal with a lot of edge. Electro Harmonix hit it out of the ballpark with this 
gem. 

Our Review
I plugged a cool red stratocaster into this gem and it sounded so warblI plugged a cool red stratocaster into this gem and it sounded so warbly. As we always say here at the 
Arena Corner, turning all knobs up to maximum is how to get the most out of a pedal. When I did that 
with the Polychorus it was self-oscillating and making helicopter noises. This is a fantastic pedal for 
making sound effects such as helicopter on stage. It could be used for a play too if there was a part in 
the story with a helicopter. Or you could write a part for a helicopter into a play or show if you had 
the pedal. Best in the business, XXX rating!

XXX


